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This spring seems like last spring. Is it just me 
or is everything repeating itself? So this TREND 
REQUEST segment might come off a little 
snarky and I do apologize ahead of time. But 
seriously, can we just move away from repeating 
decades?

Compiled by Forecaster NATALIE DE GROOT   
Written by BISOUS FASHION
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It worked in the 80s so I suppose it’s gonna 
work in 2017? Hmmm. Puffed sleeves are 
coming on strong, I’m just curious if 
anyone remembers just how hideous they 
were in the 80s. 

Drama Queen
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Florals, always. This season we have a little 
flair of 70s popping in. Whether it’s hippy 
70s or Mod 70s it’s still a flower, and it’s 

still spring.

Groundbreaking
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Graphics, stripes, triangles, and lines. Stack 
em up or go minimal it doesn’t matter as 

long as you’re wearing them.

Lineup
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PINK! Yes shades of pink slinked 
down the runway in a parade of 

rightness. HELLO SPRING!

Pretty In
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Sex it up ladies. You can show your skin 
without showing your skin if you catch 
my drift. Or minimal draft.

SHEER THING

BISOUS TREND ALERT
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Since we don’t really speak to one another 
anymore, we might as well splash our 
thoughts across our chests. Fine by me, 
seems less evasive. Wait, no it doesn’t.

Spoken Word
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ROBERTO CAVALLI

After less than two years in 
the job of creative director at 
Roberto Cavalli, Peter Dundas 
is out.  His final show at Milan 
Fashion week marked the 
end of his run for the brand. 
Patchworked references, 
patchwork itself, long drifty 
dresses, flares, platforms—
they’re all very “in” this 
season. In Italy, Peter Dundas 
has always been the most 
committed to the look. It will be 
interesting to see what’s next 
for Cavalli.



SPRING IT ON. It’s that time of year. The warm weather comes through and you’re tempted to 
take off your winter wear and throw down in the sand but wait...there’s still Spring wear. Instead,
let’s manuever through the festival season aka Coachella fell the cool breezes at night and go
where it’s still cold....Most European countries currently.  We decided to keep the feeling cool
and crisp until our hometown come crashing in with a heat wave. Enjoy those sweater layers
whereever you may be. Next up, our 5 year Anniversary Issue! Woo Hoo!
Thank you again our avid readers, supporters and believers. We adore you.
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ISABEL MARANT 
gold tone beaded hoop 

$165 www.isabelmarant.com

MARYSIA ANTIBES scalloped bandeau bikini top 

 $168 www.net-a-porter.com

TORY BURCH indie tiered maxi 
$550 www.toryburch.com

ROBERTO CAVALLI off shoulder crop cotton 
$950 www.robertocavalli.com

SENSI STUDIO columbia frayed towuilla straw hat $160

CHLOE tas
sele

d tex
tured

 lea
ther/s

uede $1390 www.chloe.co
m

OSCAR de la RENTA
ss2017

STELLA MCCARTNEY all is love backpack $1100 www.stellamccartney.com

RAG & BONE cut-off $165 www.nordstrom.com

It’s not halloween, it’s a music festival



AFTER
hours

Your go to look before OR

GUCCI Princetown 

horsebit-detailed 

 slippers $695

ALIX Ella silk-satin 
  bodysuit $230

  DIANE VON FURSTENBERG
Love Power mini leather-trimmed 

 satin bucket bag $200

KATE MOSS for 
Equipment Rosalind 

 silk-satin shirt dress $380

  STELLA M
C

C
ARTN

EY

silk crepe de chine 

w
ide-leg pants 

$1,095

O
LIVIA VO

N
 H

ALLE  
 printed silk-satin 
  kim

ono $1,035

FRAME 

 Striped silk shirt $275

LANVIN 
SPRING 

 2017
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BISOUSBEAUTY

SPRING IT ON
Can you feel the change in the air?
Spring is here and BISOUS BEAUTY
has everything you need to transition
from the chill and emerge a fresh new
you.
Photography Kate sZatmari /Makeup  Ali Moss/ Model Nora @LA Models 



 

We all want to turn the cheek and show our best face. With warmer weather 
rapidly approaching and sun hopefully in our near future it’s important to protect 

your face. There are several options in addition to the basic SPF.  Whether it’s a 
Tinted Moisturizer, BB or CC there’s a product for you that fits your skin type and 

works to protect and compliment your precious skin so you can just focus on exuding 
beauty within. Smiley face. Beauty balms (BB), color correcting (CC), daily defense (DD) 

tints—are a skin-perfecting must have.
A tinted moisturizer is a moisturizer with a slight tint in it. It gives a slight polished look or 
a little tint to the skin compared to a foundation. It contains humectants, anti-oxidants and 
few other ingredients like iron oxides, titanium dioxide. The difference between a tint and a 
foundation is the later is used to cover the skin with a layer for flawless and perfect-looking skin, 
while the best tinted moisturizer’s works just like a good moisturizer, hydrating the skin while 

at the same time it evens out the complexion.
The difference between BB and CC creams is subtle--CC generally stands for “color correcting” 
and the products are meant to address issues like redness or sallowness (usually with light-
diffusing particles), whereas BB creams are like lighter foundation with a few skin care 
benefits thrown in. A CC cream has the distinctive property of targeting discoloration. It 
boasts the all-in-one foundation, moisturizer, primer, and SPF power of the BB cream, 

but with an added perk to treat uneven skin tone. 
CC creams are best described as BBs’ more mature sister, ideal at blurring the signs 

of aging, thanks to a colour-correcting technology that reflects light off your 
face. “Dull, ashy skin appears brighter, sallowness transforms into a peachy 

glow and redness is neutralized,” says Wong. Overall, skin looks more 
uniform in tone. CCs are slightly thicker in formulation to provide

better coverage than BB creams. They should also contain 
higher broad spectrum SPFs and active ingredients 

to diminish the appearance of fine lines, 
wrinkles and skin pigment issues.

SaveFace

BISOUS BEAUTY

By Shelli Wright



Rainbow

photography  Lynzi Judish beauty Tereza Dadova’ model Saskie Hiek  retouching George Buczko 
special thank you #gogetglitter specialist face & body art company London, England.

Written By Andrea Cansler
Given this fab collection of eye candy, 
we suggest you taste the rainbow! 
These highly-pigmented, boldly colored 
palettes and compacts are the perfect 
fit for all of your beauty personalities 
(assuming all of them like to be 
noticed). So whether you’re rocking 
the festival scene, going glam for happy 
hour, or just want a sea of colors to 
swipe right on- your future looks bright, 
RAINBOW BRIGHT!

BISOUS BEAUTY
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1. MAC Glitter  

$22 www.maccosmetics.com

6. URBAN DECAY   
Full Spectrum Palette   
$32 www.urbandecay.com 

7. STILA Magnificent Metals  
Glitter and Glow Liquid Eye Shadow 
$24 www.stilacosmetics.com

8. TOO FACED  
Sweet Peach Palette 
$49 www.sephora.com

9. URBAN DECAY Moondust Palette  
$49 www.urbandecay.com 

5. SMASHBOX Cover Shot Palette  
$29 www.nordstrom.com

4. DECK OF SCARLET Evon Wahab Palette 
$44.95 www.deckofscarlet.com

2. KRYOLAN Eye Shadow Variety 18 Colors  
$68 www.kryolan.com

3. INGLOT AMC Pure Pigment Eye Shadow  
$19 www.macys.com



EYE

  OPI I just can’t copacabana $15
   JEREMY SCOTT SS 2017

  TOM FORD toasted sugar $36 
   REBECCA MINKOFF SS 2017

  MORGAN TAYLOR nail lacquer $20 
   THOM BROWNE SS 2017

   BURBERRY BEAUTY nail  $30
   CHRISTIAN SIRIANO SS 2017

  YVES SAINT LAURENT la laque nail lacquer $28 
   TIBI SS 2017

CHINA GLAZE nail lacquer with hardeners $22  
   PROENZASCHOULER SS 2017

SPRING nails are 
almost an exact reflection 
of the season’s runway 
collections. Go bold with
chic black, muted or more 
subtle tones with 
white & pinks, or 
throw back to 
the 80s with 
orange, yellow or 
metallic.

on

Nails

BISOUS BEAUTY

photography LYNZI JUDISH model SASKIE HIEK beuaty TEREZA DADOVA



Break
THROUGH

Find your EXTREME  look for Spring + Summer
photography Norbert Bäres beauty Dany Madaus model Laura @mostwantedmodels products Sisley + Mac

BISOUS BEAUTY

photography LYNZI JUDISH model SASKIE HIEK beuaty TEREZA DADOVA
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URBAN DECAY 24/7 glide on lip pencil $20 
www.urbandecay.com
MAC metallic lipstick $17 
www.maccosmetics.com
NARS Audacious lipstick $34 
www.nars.com
SMASHBOX be legendary liquid metal liquid lip $24 
www.smashbox.com
URBAN DECAY vice special effects long lasting lip topcoat $18 
www.urbandecay.com
DIOR rouge contour lip liner $31 
www.dior.com
LA MER the lip balm $60 www.nordstrom.com



A well apPOINTed  
BISOUS BEAUTY



EYE

LORAC behind the scenes eyeshadow primer $23 
www.nordstrom.com
YVES SAINT LAURENT tuxedo eye palette $95
www.nordstrom.com
TOM FORD cream + powder eye color $62
www.tomford.com
BOBBI BROWN no smudge mascara $28 
www.bobbibrowncosmetics.com
BUTTER LONDON electralash mascara $15
www.butterlondon.com
SISLEY PARIS so intense eyeliner $70
www.barneys.com
MAC little mac zoom mini mascara $10
www.maccosmetics.com
ANASTASIA BEVERLY HILLS dipbrow pomade 
waterproof brow $18 www.nordstrom.com



Protected Skin, Because #Adulting
There is no excuse to be skipping the SPF! Enjoy 
the great outdoors and festival shenanigans while 
shielding skin from harmful sun damage with 
this new multitasking primer and serum in one, 
perfect for prepping skin before makeup or for 
an extra boost of hydration before applying 
a moisturizer. For a higher SPF, we suggest 
layering on the lightweight RESIST Youth-
Extending Daily Hydrating Fluid SPF 50.

PAULA’S CHOICE 
RESIST Smoothing Primer Serum SPF 

30, $30

The Quickest (And Sassiest) Festival Hair Hack
You already know it’s going to be a sea of floppy straw hats and 
summer fedoras. Skip the default look and let this cap do the 
talking in its flirty pink color and a hilarious “Don’t Touch Me” 
alert embroidered in the back.

SELTZER
Cacti Hat, $29

FESTIE
By Pauline Ma

THRIVE CAUSEMETICS
Brilliant Eye Brightener™, $24

Fake it ‘til you make it
Get those wide awake eyes even 
though there’s no way you got 
that much sleep with this creamy, 
champagne shimmer that uses 
Ring Light Technology™ to diffuse 
light and soften the appearance of 
common problems around the eye 
area. Our favorite trick is applying 
it to the inner and outer corners of 
the eye and directly to the waterline 
for an instantly doe-eyed look.

Coachella or no-chella – 
whether you’ve checked 
the Empire Polo Club 

off your list of venues to visit 
this month or have other plans, 
you know that festival season 
is upon us.
Discover your new favorite 
beauty find below from our top 
picks of the moment to help you 
maintain glowing skin, healthy 
hair, and a look that makes it 
seem like you made way more 
effort than you actually had to.

photography Ryan Chua

BESTIES
Your BISOUS 
Beauty Cheat 

Sheet



Clean (Skin) Queen
Allow your face to have 
the deep cleanse that it 
deserves after a long day. 
This travel-friendly and 

water resistant cleansing 
brush removes 6x more makeup 

and dirt (blegh) than hands alone 
and while it’s gentle enough for use 

on sensitive skin, it’s also suitable for 
daily use on the body. The thorough 
cleanse also allows your most prized 
skincare products to be absorbed more 
effectively. 

SILK’N
Pure, $69.99

BISOUS BEAUTY

Hold On To Your Fall Makeup 
Favorites (Hello, Glitter Lips!)
Metallics are so on-trend for fall, but this 
concentrated glitter gloss is begging to be worn 
during festival season. Sweep on a coat of matte, 
metallic liquid color followed by a matching, high 
impact gloss for a long wear and statement lips.

Treat those feet
You’ve been standing/dancing/
frolicking/stuck in a crowd for hours 
and your feet are tired AF. Give them 
some TLC with this nourishing, gel 
patch that cushions your heels with 
a blend of tea tree, eucalyptus and 
peppermint oils.

TOUCH IN SOL
Metallist Liquid Foil 
Lipstick Duo,  $25

INSTYLER 
CERASILK Straightener, $115
 (launching April 2017)

Styled Hair Without 
The Damage

The fabrication of the newest line of tools from 
InStyler offers a whopping 92% less damage to hair 

because it doesn’t actually touch the heat plate directly. 
Use the straightener to create a coveted, cool-girl S-curl by 

twisting your wrist back and forth to create a bend in hair that 
is a more modern and relaxed take on crimped hair from the ‘90s. 

The Softest Skin You’ve Ever 
Seen In This Kind Of Heat
Say hello to this wonder-working serum that 
works just as great during a Northeast winter 
as it does in desert heat. The oil-free hyaluronic 
acid formula saves skin from dehydration and 
includes a boost of vitamin C to brighten skin. 
The brand calls it “like drinking 8 glasses of 
water a day delivered directly deep within your 
skin” – we stand by it.

RENÉE ROULEAU
Skin Drink Concentrate, $42.50

Sweat-Proof Cover-Up
The best part about this cult-

favorite: use it how you need 
it. Contour, highlight, and 
conceal to put your most 
beautiful face forward with 
waterproof and adaptable 
coverage (start sheer and 
layer on to your liking). While 

you’re out all day/night, jojoba 
oil and honey will work behind-

the- scenes to keep skin soft and 
radiant. KEVYN AUCOIN 

Sensual Skin Enhancer, $48

Revived Hair From 
The Day Before

Honestly, who has time 
to wash their hair every 
single day? This lightweight 
formula has obliphica (sea 
buckthorn berry) to thank 
for its magic – deodorizing 
hair, absorbing that pesky 
oil that makes hair look flat 
and greasy, and smelling oh 
so good. A few spritzes to 
the roots and you’re ready 

to get back to it.

AMIKA 
Perk Up Dry Shampoo, $24 

($10 for 1 oz. travel size)
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EARTH THERAPEUTICS 
Tea Tree Oil Soft-Heels™  Gel Patch,  $9.99 (5pk)



gelphotography | Kate sZatmari

makeup | Ali Moss | hair Attila Halasz for Joico | model Nora 
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1. ERNO LASZLO White Marble Sheet Mask $100.00 www.sephora.com
2. SKINCEUTICALS Phyto Corrective Mask $57 www.skinceuticals.com

3. SHISEIDO Benefiance Pure Retinol Intensive Revitalizing Mask $65.00 www.shiseido.com
4. PHILOSOPHY Iced Mint Lemonade Lip Polishing Sugar Scrub $10.50 www.philosophy.com

5. TONYMOLY Kiss Kiss Lovely Lip Patch $4.00 www.peachandlily.com

http://www.sephora.com 
http://www.skinceuticals.com 
http://www.shiseido.com 
http://www.philosophy.com
http://www.peachandlily.com
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1. ESTEE LAUDER Advanced Night Repair Concentrated Recovery Eye Mask $40.00 www.macys.com

2. PETER THOMAS ROTH 24K Gold Pure Luxury Lift And Firm Hydra Gel Eye Patches $75.00 www.skinceuticals.com
3. JUICE BEAUTY Stem Cellular Instant Eye Lift $88.00 www.juicebeauty.com

4. FROWNIES Eye Gels $27.00 www.walgreens.com
5. TALIKA Eye Therapy Patch and Case $67.00 www.nordstrom.com

BISOUS BEAUTY

http://www.macys.com 
http://www.skinceuticals.com 
http://www.juicebeauty.com
http://www.shiseido.com 
http://www.walgreens.com
http://www.nordstrom.com
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Plaited
Photography KENDRA BARBER

makeup Christina Braun | mair Kim Botner | Model Morgan Bowden | hair assist Erika Lantz

Well
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EMPORIO ARMANI
Compliment spring’s sporty silhouettes 
with extra-long twin braids at Emporio 
Armani, extensions were woven into 
the plaits so that they reached down 
to models’ waists.

PUREOLOGY 
Style Hydrate Air Dry Cream, $28

Hydrate Air Dry Cream is a no blow dry, 
air dry cream for heatless styling with a 
flawless finish. Perfect for low maintenance, 
effortless style. AirDry technology and 
AntiFade complex provides fast dry time, 
enhanced body, frizz control with a no product 

feel and colour radiance protection.

REDKEN
Forceful 23 Finishing Spray $19
Strong hold finishing spray with 
ultimate strength, lasting lift, 
shape memory, and frizz-free 
shine. 24-hour humidity resistance 
and 8-hour control, with a fresh 
scent!

ORIBE
Smooth Style Serum, $54

Rich in exotic oils, this ultra-
luxe, Swiss-made finishing 
product softens and sleekens 
even damaged hair, bringing 
out elegant inner shine with 
light control and natural 
body. Work through hair 
where desired. Use as a 
frizz-taming refresher 

throughout the day.

SHU UEMURA ART OF HAIR
 Touch of Gloss 
Brilliant Melt in Hair Wax, $39
Rich in exotic oils, this ultra-luxe, 
Swiss-made finishing product softens 
and sleekens even damaged hair, 
bringing out elegant inner shine 
with light control and natural 
body. Work through hair where 
desired. Use as a frizz-taming 
refresher throughout the day.

CHRISTIAN DIOR
Guido Palau cited skater girls as one 
of the references for the plaited buns 
he created at Dior, worn scraped back 
from the face and offset by J’Adior 
earrings.

ROBERTO CAVALLI
Bohemian girls will be 
immediately drawn to the 
laid-back styles at Roberto 
Cavalli softly tousled waves 
with two skinny plaits at the 
front.

KENZO
The perfect slick back with a low 
hung plait at the base of the neck 
created a sleek chic modern look for 

the sophisticate on the go.

What’s on Your Plait?
By Shelli Wright
Braids, or plaits if you’re fancy, appeared on the 
spring/summer 2017 catwalks in every imaginable 
form – from skater-girl braided buns at Dior to 
bohemian skinny plaits at Roberto Cavalli and 
romantic rope braids at Valentino and everything in 
between. As Guido Palau Global Creative Director for 
Redken told us backstage at Dior, “there’s a plait to 
suit everyone”.

BISOUS BEAUTY

REDKEN
Move Ability 05 Cream Paste, $19

Low hold cream-paste that 
feels like a paste but 

spreads like a cream 
for ultimate flexibility 
with a touchable feel. 
Provides lightweight 
body, movement, and 
natural shine. Provides 
Low control for all 
hair types and lengths, 
especially long hair. 
Providing lightweight 
body and soft, natural 
movement adding flexible 
texture and shine. Spreads 

easily to mold and form any 
style. Can be blended with other 
products for the ultimate cream-
paste texture.



































BRACEyourselftop to bottom
IAM by Ileana Makri Tasseled titanium and crystal bracelet $135   
Bottega Veneta Ruthenium-plated enamel bangle $670 
Aurélie Bidermann Sioux gold-plated, stone and tassel bracelet $270
Gucci Gold-tone crystal bracelet $920   
John Hardy dot medium silver cuff $995
KONSTANTINO penelope floral metalwork $1600
CHAN LUU leather silver labradorite and swarovski crystal wrap $245
MONICA VINADER siren odyssey stone cuff $625
ATELIER CG tobiano slogan “don’t let them tame you”  stainless steel cuff $220

To tassel or cuff what a decision. 
Luckily for you we had many choices 
for the warmer months to accommodate 
your indecision! So just wrap, clamp
or wiggle your way into arm candy.

BISOUS TREND ALERT



yourself
BISOUS TREND ALERT

BLUE
lagoon
 True blue and feeling fine. Embrace 
 your temperant side and be as clear
 as the island skies above you.

MONIQUE LHUILLIER SS 2017 SMITH & CULT birdie num num $19
PANTONE Island Paradis REBECCA MINKOFF Utopia Tassel Chandelier Earrings $98

JALEXANDER LIGHTING glass table lamp $200
ALEXANDER MCQUEEN Small Heroine Leather Satchel $1750

KAREN WALKER marquerite aviator $325
MIU MIU pvc plexiglas wedge $1100

BISOUS TREND ALERT























Wtitten by Shelli Wright
I’ve been to a lot of beaches.  I’ve been to 
many in which some would say “I’ve died and 
gone to heaven”.  There was only one which 
truly resonated with me. Sure, perhaps it 
was the people I was there with. Or better 
yet, maybe it was the time in which we chose 
to go there. Either way, it will always be 
considered the best holiday I’ve ever been 
on. The memories remain and it’s nice to 
find out that the island has not changed 
and still delivers that exquisite feeling of 
“we’re the luckiest people on earth” to have 
experienced it. Welcome to the island of 
Porquerolles, perhaps the last frontier of 
the French Riviera.
THE ISLAND:
Porquerolles is the biggest of the three 
islands in the Hyeres gulf off of the French 
Riviera or Cote d’Azur. Only
Seven km long and 3km wide, Porquerolles 
and despite being the most popular, and 
as we embarked on that May morning we 
realized it appeared to be an unspoiled 
paradise.  With the exception of service 
vehicles, there are no cars on the island 
and little pavement as well. And as far as 
accommodations go just a few  inns near the 
harbor and a luxury hotel at the other end of 
the island. Your quest for housing needs to be 
targeted toward vacation rentals and there 
are few.  In the north, three superb beaches 
offer fine sand and the coast here slopes 
gently down to sea which is exceptionally 
clear and you can literally wade out for what 
seems like a football field. In the south, 
vertical cliffs rise out of the sea, from this 
steep relief, you can see a series of rocky 
points, gorges, headlands and hills. You can 
admire this wild and majestic landscape from 
the lighthouse where there is a 360° view of 
the island and the sea... it’s breathtaking! 
In the interior, there is a mosaic of vineyards, 
olive trees and fruit trees of all variety... 
lemons, oranges and mandarins. The paths are 
bordered by pines, eucalyptus and  numerous 

BISOUS JETSET
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Sea Île de Porquerolles, France 

plantations,  courtesy of the Conservatoire 
Botanique. In the 80s France purchased 80 
percent of the island to make it part of the 
Parc National de Port-Cros to maintain 
and preserve it’s ecological direction and 
diminish the fear of overstepped building 
and tourism. Although, not really considered 
a “lost” paradise, Porquerolles is served 
by regular shuttles in any season from the 
small port of La Tour Fondue at the end 
of the Giens peninsula. In summer, boats 
dump a flux and reflux of daily visitors. 
But, with the latest departures of the boat 
in the afternoon, Porquerolles regains its 
leisurely pace and the port returns to the 
tranquility of its peaceful sunsets and vacant 
dirt roads..these are the privileges reserved 
when spending the night on the island. Make 
sure to take out money before you sail to 
the island, as there are no banks or ATMs 
to be found there! 
HOW TO GET THERE:
We flew into Nice, but then you need to 
rent a car to drive to Hyeres. There you 
park at  La Tour Fondue and embark on 
a short water shuttle/ferry to the island. 
HOTELS:
LES MÈDES £-££ 
A three-star hotel, with gardens and 
sundecks, offering rooms as well self-catering 
studios and apartments 
• 0033 494 124124 • hotel-les-medes.fr 
• from €86/£70 per night for a 2-person 
studio
VILLA SAINTE-ANNE ££ 
This comfortable and pleasant hotel in 
village location offers simple rooms, shower, 
television and free Wi-Fi. 
• 498 046300 • sainteanne.com • half-
board doubles from €175/£142
LE MAS DU LANGOUSTIER £££ 
One of the key attractions of this four-star 
hotel is its glorious position, but it also 
offers well-appointed rooms, a swimming 
pool and fine al fresco dining – book well 
in advance.
• 494 583009 • langoustier.com • half-
board doubles from €303.30/£246
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MENS TRENDS

By Bisous Fashion
So many trends, so little time. Well, you can do 
what most designers are doing and just layer it all 
on at the same time. This motive seem prevalent 
in menswear this Spring. We narrowed it down 
to 4 that we thought you could easily get behind.

Spring 2017



BISOUS SPRING 2017 TRENDS

1Destroy my sweater
Yep, just like the old song from the 90s..wait are we repeating 
decades again? Oh yes. Yes we are.  Sweaters are meant to 
be worn..or worn out as many would walk down the runway this 
season. Grab some sheers and go crazy.
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BISOUS SPRING 2017 TRENDS

2JaCKeD UP
Wind breakers are not just a jacket for runners or sporty types. 
The jacket made quite a victorious comeback on European 
runways this Spring. 
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BISOUS SPRING 2017 TRENDS

3rIsING water
Pant length. It’s a personal decision. With so many choices 
coming at you for Spring start with one that keeps your ankles 
cool when the season starts to feel more like Summer.
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BISOUS SPRING 2017 TRENDS

4 taKe a HIKe
My favorite thus far. It doesn’t matter if it’s a cable belt, carabiners 
hanging loosely off your pockets, colorful shoelaces that would normally 
be in a hiking boot or a stupid hiking hat on your head..you have our 
permission to wear it all.  And please let’s not forget the hiking sandals 
that we were sure would remain in our European adventure backpack 
from ’92. Strap em on. They’re back.
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MenGLAMPING
Are you a FashionSurvivor?

BISOUS TREND ALERT

THOM BROWNE 
mirrored sunglasses 

 $675

SLEEPY JONES 
Victor boxer 

shorts 
 $45

PRADA saffiano backpack $1600

VALENTINO

full grain leather 

 sandals $945

MALIN + GOETZ 

 spf 30 moisturizer $
38

PRADA                 SS2017 

GARMIN GENIX 
3 hiking watch $549

GUCCI melange 

 wool blend socks $155

STELLA M
CCARTNEY 

 canvas anorak $870



















LET’S GO
Primrose

Yellow usually not your manly go to but this
Season all shades of yellow were represented
on the menswear catwalks. So live a little.

PANTONE color swatch GIVENCHY 7016/5 sunglasses $395
HERMES S/S 2017runway DRYBAR bioionic dryer $135

PRADA saffiano leather trimmed bracelet $130
SALVATORE FERRAGAMO double gancio leather wallet $360

TOPMAN nobody baseball hat $36 TOPMAN nobody baseball hat $36
GEORGE NELSON ball clock $85

BISOUS TREND ALERT

























“You’re Basic!”

Brews
By Lila Joy Ginsburg
As the weather warms up, there’s nothing 
like a nice cold one to beat the heat. Some 
of the best brews come from Europe, with 
7,500 breweries even the pickiest drinker is 
sure to find a match. But this story isn’t 
about that. This is about the basic brews, 
for all you basic drinkers out there. The 
“Budweisers” of every country!

BELGIUM
Nothing beats a hot summer like 
a delicious Belgian Beer. From 
Stella and Chimay to names we 
can’t pronounce, Belgium reigns 
high in the beer world. Jupiler 
ranks highest among the most 
popular “basic” of the brews. 
It’s no Stella, but it gets the job 
done.

GERMANY
Home of Oktoberfest, Germany is one of 
the top 5 beer-producing companies and 
the world, and their beer consumption 
resides in the top 3. There are over 1300 
breweries in Germany, and over 250 million 
gallons are consumed annually, so needless 
to say, this is a country that knows beer! 
Two breweries have been neck and neck 
over the past couple of years, Oettinger and 
Krombacher. So get out your big steins and 

try each! It’s a beer celebration after all.

BISOUS  WE PARTY



NETHERLANDS
Amsterdam is a city full of green. And by 
green, I mean Heineken! Heineken is king in 
this country, there is no question about 
it! Visit the Heineken museum and 
learn the beer-making process, and 
how to properly pour a draught 
beer (hint: it’s all in the tilt). 

Proost!

ITALY
In a land flowing with wine, the 
beer options may be few, but the 
quality is top notch! Peroni is the 
go to here, a delicious crisp pale 
lager that makes any hot day 
under the Tuscan sun slightly more 
bearable!

IRELAND
Well, you probably know what I’m going 
to say with this one. Ireland is the home 
to many delicious beers, but none of them 
loved as Guinness. And for those of you who 
have tried this delicious toasty stout, unless 
you have tried it in Ireland, you don’t know 
the true Guinness taste. If you’re unsure 
about this heavy beer, hop on over to the 
Gravity Bar at the Guinness Brewery in 
Dublin for a free sample, the sweeping view 
of Dublin from their 7th story window is 
worth the trip.

BRITAIN
When the Brits pop into the pub for a pint, 
the most popular draught of choice is Carling. 
The Brits tend to favor lager over ales, so 
it’s no surprise they can be found cheering 
on their favorite 
football team with 
this Canadian pale 
lager in their hand.

FRANCE
In France, Kronenbourg 
1664 is a name that can 
be heard to the same level 
as Budweiser is in America. 
Found at your local bistro or 
even grab a pint at the nearest 
McDonalds, you can find this 
deliciously satisfying Euro pale 
lager anywhere. So if you aren’t in 
the mood for wine, there is an age-

old easy solution for you!

BISOUS  WE PARTY



















BY LIFESTYLE CONTRIBUTORS 
PAIMAN AND SORMEH SALIMPOUR 
OF SORMEH LIFESTYLE
Sicily requires an appetite for adventure 
and a willingness to get lost! We did 
not come to Sicily by chance, it is 
quite the experience when one finds 
themselves in a perfect crumbling place 
you would never believe to have existed.  
Waking up every morning at our 
majestic Villa, the scented gardens were 
incomparable. What interested us was 
the affect of the atmosphere- always on 
the look out for undiscovered beauty. 
If traveling means ancient architecture, 
local foods, scented gardens and multi 
ethnic culture, Sicily is where you should 
be! Your senses will come to life like 
never before. This region has never been 
concerned by other people’s opinions. 
They have and will stand on their own, 
immersed in their romantic and dramatic 
culture, different than any other part of 
Italy. They are first Sicilian, then Italian. 
We are never fully present, but here in 
Sicily, we were present like never before- its 
hard to escape its magical spell. Immersed, 
as time neither waits nor comes back, every 
moment of light and dark is a miracle. 
You cannot tame Sicily’s landscapes, the 

BISOUS LIFESTYLE
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Paiman and Sormeh are a mother 
daughter design team and regular 
BISOUS contributors.  For more on 
Sormen Lifestyle, please visit their 
website at SORMEHLIFESTYLE.COM  

Readers may also find Sormeh Lifestyle 
on facebook.com/sormehlifestyle and 
Instagram.com/sormehlifestyle.

air is scented with Arabian Jasmine and filled with 
ancient olive and magnolia trees. Its soulful architecture 
makes your heart skip a beat- the perfect imperfect. 
This is a journey that will touch your soul and 
bless your eyes with the most beautiful street 
scenes, local food markets, and ancient art… a 
gateway to heaven. Traveling back a few centuries 
has never been better captured than at our villa, 
with its authentic yet unadorned beauty elevating 
you to the highest of highs. Old and new living 
happily ever after- the perfect modernized ancient. 
Listening to some of the most enchanted stories, 
taking cooking lessons from the Princess (who 
lives at the Villa) herself, and getting lost in the 
breathtaking gardens… having the opportunity to 
stay at this villa is a once in a lifetime experience 
you must take!
Sicily makes you fall in love all over again with life 
and all that it has to offer you!







CHRISTOPHER ROBIN BREDESEN - EXECUTIVE EDITOR                                                                 
              CO-FOUNDER

Chris began his career in documentary film over 15 years ago following dirtbag 
skateboarders around the world.  Thus began his passion, thereafter continuing 
his studies and receiving a B.A. in Journalism from the University of 
Oregon.  He is an award-winning editor and has worked in the commercial, 
feature, TV, and documentary genres.  For the past 9 years, Chris’ focus has 
been on fashion and beauty in both print and film.

www.bredesenproductions.com                                                                                

SHELLI WRIGHT -  EDITOR IN CHIEF
            CREATIVE DIRECTOR

Shelli Wright is a Fashion Photographer residing in Los Angeles, California.
After obtaining a BS in Journalism, Shelli continued her studies in Paris at 
Parsons School of Design.  It was that stint in Paris that inspired Shelli to follow 
her passion for Fashion and she began shooting models for agencies in Paris, 
London, NY and of course back on the west coast in her home town of Portland 
Oregon.  Now working over 15 years in Southern Cal, Shelli decided to enlist 
director/editor and partner in crime Christopher Robin Bredesen to start what is 
now Bisous Magazine.  A platform for other creatives like themselves to forge 
relationships and friendships worldwide and put out what they think to be a pretty 
bitchin’ mag.

http://www.shelliwrightphotoworks.com

ANDREA CANSLER - BEAUTY EDITOR

Andrea brings over 12 years experience in medical dermatology, beauty, and the 
entertainment industry. She is a writer, comedian, and lover of all things aesthet-
ic: a twisted “Dear Abby” of the beauty world. She loves: the movie “The Jerk,” 
red lipstick, and animals. Hates: driving backwards & when people don’t say 
“thank you.” Indifferent about: tap water.  

SEBASTIANO MARINO - WEBMASTER

Euro transplant... like bikes.



AUDREY BRIANNE - FASHION CONTRIBUTOR
Audrey Brianne is an LA-based full-service wardrobe stylist with offices located 
in the heart of West Hollywood on Sunset Boulevard. Her career boasts work 
experience at renowned companies such as Tommy Hilfiger, Betsey Johnson 
and People’s Revolution, a fashion design degree from FIDM and styling 
endeavors in both New York and Los Angeles.

l

NATALIE DE GROOT - FASHION EDITOR

Is a fashion designer born and raised in Los Angeles. After designing for 
successful lines Natalie now freelances as a design consultant and is currently 
working towards releasing her own clothing line.

LILA JOY GINSBURG - ART DIRECTOR
“Joy of all trades” conquering the world one horseback/adobe/acting/marketing/
arts project at a time. Or all at once, whatever the job calls for.

PAULINE MA - EDITOR AT LARGE
Writer, editor, and digital communications professional specialized in beauty, 
fashion, and lifestyle.  Despite working in digital, she is also an overwhelmingly 
passionate paper goods enthusiast. Find her being a flâneuse, finding new #nomz, 
and listening for good stories in New York City. www.paulinema.com twitter/insta-
gram: @paulinelma



GUEST LIST

SORMEH SALIMPOUR writer
Sormeh Salimpour is the co-founder and creative director of Sormeh Lifestyle. Her work 
experience includes a long-term internship at fashion PR firm People’s Revolution, as 
well as assistant to celebrity stylist Monica Rose. Sormeh prefers daisies to roses and 
believes that no look is complete without the perfect arm party. 

PAIMAN SALIMPOUR writer 
Paiman Salimpour is the co-founder of Sormeh Lifestyle and is one of California’s 
cutting edge lifestyle designers. She is known for her out of the box thinking combined 
with an extraordinary sense of imagination and wonder. Paiman prefers globe trotting, 
books, and living in a roofless ruin over the perfect adobe.

TABITHA PEREZ art department 
New kid on the block hailing from the East Coast with a cocktail of artistic endeav-
ors in tow. Tabitha is doing anything and everything she can to just... make art. 
She doesn’t have a lot of free time, but when she does, she likes to drink martinis 
with her friends in low lighting. Namaste. 

KIM BROOKS  fashion stylist
From guiding clients in finding their personal style to styling + creative direction for 
photo shoots, Kim’s happy place is creative collaborations in the world of ward-
robe. She also likes to sing along in Irish pubs in Whistler.

Michelle Dick maekup aritst
Michelle Dick is a makeup/hair artist residing in Dallas and repped
by On Set Management.  Michelle did the hair and makeup for our
Go West editorial shot in Amarillo Texas.






